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1 nomination. See more awards » Learn more Edit Mick Haller is a defense attorney working from his Lincoln. When a wealthy Realtor is accused of assaulting a prostitute, Haller is asked to defend her. The man claims that the woman tried to get money from him. But when Haller saw the evidence
against him, he learned that the case might be related to his old case. Written by rcs0411@yahoo.com Plot Summary | Crime Synopsis Plot | Drama | Mystery | Thriller Certificates: 12 | See all certifications » Parent's Guide: See content advisor » Edit In addition to starring Lincoln's lawyer, Matthew
McConaughey appears in a series of tv commercials for Lincoln cars See more » The license plate on Mick Haller's car is NTGUILTY. California plates only allow for seven letters/numbers. NTGUILTY has eight. 'I' seems to be a gimmick added afterwards by Mick (or a friend) because not having a CA
serif plate stock would give you an 'I', but there's too much room between 'U' and 'L' for this if it doesn't become a stock plate. See more » Eddie Vogel: [from the trailer] Counsellor? Eddie, we had a deal. Either you pay me, or go with the public defender. How was the $5,000 fight? Mick Haller: Ten. [Eddie
then hands Mick a brown envelope, probably with money in it. Mick shakes the envelope] Eddie Vogel: Aren't you going to count it? Mick Haller: I just did. See more » Don't Sweat Techniques Written by Eric B. (as Eric Barrier) and Rakim (as William Griffin) Performed by Eric B. &amp; Rakim Courtesy of
Geffen Records under license from Universal Music Enterprises See more » User Reviews Edit Release Date: June 23, 2011 (Germany) See more » Also Known As: Der Mandant See more » Los Angeles, California, USA See more » Edit Budget: $40,000,000 (estimated) Opening Weekend USA:
$13,206,453, March 20, 2011 Gross USA: $58,5009,200 Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $86,752,352 See more at IMDbPro » Lionsgate, Lakeshore Entertainment, Sidney Kimmel Entertainment See more » Runtime: 118 minutes SDD | Dolby Digital | DTS | Dolby Surround 7.1 | Dolby Atmos Aspect Ratio:
2.35 : 1 View full technical specifications » The Lincoln Lawyer is a great legal cooler; plot-twisting, full of startling supris, where viewers will be itching to find out more and more after each unexpected discovery. There are some excellent actors in this exciting crime thriller, including Matthew Mcconaughey
and William H. Macy. It's about a lawyer defending a young man who claims he was assaulted by a prostitute after he gave her an address in a nightclub, but another source claims he brutally assaulted, raped and stabbed her over 50 The violence that takes place in this film is mostly flashbacks of
women being mutilated, beaten, raped and murdered, which can be very disturbing and distressing to watch. Language is a concern (some use of f**k, sh*t, godd**n, a**hole, b*tch) and some drug use (referencing cocaine use, drinking alcohol, and people getting and drunk). Report this review Page 2
Lincoln Lawyer is a great legal cooler; plot-twisting, full of startling supris, where viewers will be itching to find out more and more after each unexpected discovery. There are some excellent actors in this exciting crime thriller, including Matthew Mcconaughey and William H. Macy. It's about a lawyer
defending a young man who claims he was assaulted by a prostitute after he gave her an address in a nightclub, but another source claims he brutally assaulted, raped and stabbed her more than 50 times. The violence that takes place in this film is mostly flashbacks of women being mutilated, beaten,
raped and murdered, which can be very disturbing and distressing to watch. Language is a concern (some use of f**k, sh*t, godd**n, a**hole, b*tch) and some drug use (referencing cocaine use, drinking alcohol, and people who are tall and drunk). Report this review mild the film's main plot tracks sexual
predators, and evidence of its crimes is shown with sexual images and flashbacks. Female prostitutes are seen in nightclubs in low-cut tops and short skirts, kissing lightly and grooming male customers - to tempt them into sex. No nudity. Kiss a divorced couple, strip to the upper body, and care. They go
to bed and keep caring. No nudity in sight. One stripper dances on a man's lap (dressed). Because of the dialogue, we know they then have sex. No nudity. Mick and others crudely mention sexual encounters involving the main character. Please Note: We have not watched this film. The information below
is a summary based on data collected from government-sponsored film classification agencies and industries in different regions of the global world. Why is The Lincoln Lawyer rated R? Lincoln Lawyer was rated R by the MPAA for some violence, sexual content and language. Additional information about
the film's content is taken from the records of various Canadian Film Classification boards: Violence: - Brief depictions of non-graphic violence - Graphic depictions of violence - Depictions of shootings and fights. - Occasional annoying or disturbing scenes - Acts of violence are shown in a realistic and
detailed way. Sexual Content: - Implied sexual activity - Scenes depicting sexual violence. - Sexual references and innuendo. - Embracing and kissing Language: Use of explosives - Rarely use sexual expletive in non-sexual contexts, - Frequent use of scatological slang and curses. - Rarely use sexual
snail drugs and alcohol: - Some substance abuse. - Tobacco use. Page last updated July 17, 2017 Cast and Crew The Lincoln Lawyer directed by Brad and starring Matthew McConaughey. Lincoln Lawyer released it to DVD and Blu-ray on July 12, 2011. A young girl hired a lawyer to defend her after
discovering she had been conceived to provide organs for her dying sibling in My Sister's Keeper. The battle over gun control is at the centre of John Grisham's Grisham's Drama Runaway Jury. After the deaths of eight children, a group of parents hired lawyers to find out who was responsible for Civil
Action. IMDb: General Information Track Movies &amp;amp; TV Discover &amp;amp; Watch Featured Content Social Special Events Mobile Web &amp;amp; Apps New Features &amp;amp; IMDb Updates: Der Mandant (2011) Add to guide Jump to: There are disturbing messages about how wealth can
get criminals freed and pardoned and how the justice system can be manipulated by those who have the means. Many characters also seem to solve their problems with alcohol or by thinking that they are above the law. That said, Mick also proves that everyone deserves a good and knowledgeable
defense lawyer and that true innocence is something that must be fought at all times. 1 nomination. See more awards » Learn more Edit Mick Haller is a defense attorney working from his Lincoln. When a wealthy Realtor is accused of assaulting a prostitute, Haller is asked to defend her. The man claims
that the woman tried to get money from him. But when Haller saw the evidence against him, he learned that the case might be related to his old case. Written by rcs0411@yahoo.com Plot Summary | Crime Synopsis Plot | Drama | Mystery | Thriller Motion Picture Rating (MPAA) Rated R for some
violence, sexual content and language | See all certifications » Parent's Guide: See content advisor » Edit In addition to starring Lincoln's lawyer, Matthew McConaughey appears in a series of tv commercials for Lincoln cars See more » The license plate on Mick Haller's car is NTGUILTY. California
plates only allow for seven letters/numbers. NTGUILTY has eight. 'I' seems to be a gimmick added afterwards by Mick (or a friend) because not having a CA serif plate stock would give you an 'I', but there's too much room between 'U' and 'L' for this if it doesn't become a stock plate. See more » Eddie
Vogel: [from the trailer] Counsellor? Eddie, we had a deal. Either you pay me, or go with the public defender. How was the $5,000 fight? Mick Haller: Ten. [Eddie then hands Mick a brown envelope, probably with money in it. Mick shakes the envelope] Eddie Vogel: Aren't you going to count it? Mick Haller:
I just did. See more » Don't Sweat Techniques Written by Eric B. (as Eric Barrier) and Rakim (as William Griffin) Performed by Eric B. &amp; Rakim Courtesy of Geffen Records under license from Universal Music Enterprises See more » User Reviews Edit Release Date: May 20, 2011 (Latvia) See more
» Also Known As: Ielu advokāts See more » Los Angeles, California, California, USA See more » Edit $40 million (estimate) Opening Weekend USA: $13,206,453, March 20, 2011 Gross USA: $58,5009,200 Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $86,752,352 See more at IMDbPro » Lionsgate, Lakeshore
Entertainment, Sidney Kimmel Entertainment See more » Runtime: 118 minutes SDD | Dolby Digital | DTS | Dolby Surround 7.1 | Dolby Atmos Aspect Ratio: 2.35 : 1 View complete technical specifications » » »
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